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During the 2019 electioneering campaign in Nigeria, Apuka and Omar (2020) noted 

that fake photos, doctored video contents,  and news exacerbate tensions to cause 

conflict, fake media posts to intensity regional and religious crises were freely shared 

on social media. Furthermore, misinformation has taken international dimension in 

Nigeria’s electioneering campaign with a post on Facebook linked to a Tel Aviv political 

Consulting firm which smeared the 2019 opposition presidential candidate.

To curtail the negative effect associated with the spread of misinformation before the 

2019 elections, "First Draft,” a British Nonprofit Organization which focuses on tackling 

misinformation along with other 16 Nigerian media organizations came together to 

fact-check and debunk political campaign misinformation that might arise during the 

2019 general election. (Kazeem 2018).

Egbunike (2015) in his article "The Untold Story of Social Media and the 2015 Nigerian 

Election'' observed that the granting of license to internet service provider by the 

Nigerians Communications Commission (NCC) and the explosion of mobile phones 

technology made Nigerians become technologically equipped to explore, share and 

make their voice heard, turning the social media into an electioneering tool for creation 

of political awareness, mobilization, participation in elections and in keeping check of 

electoral candidates. Somehow,  misinformation infiltrated the media and became a  

great threat to democracy. It grows daily as many sources and platforms keep 

emerging, the majority of which were  creation of politicians who deliberately spread 

misinformation through the social media to interest groups or innocent citizens who 

are ignorant of the false content of the information and the intention of the source 

which fuel hate speech, distrust and abuse of freedom of expression and threaten the 

unity of the country.

When social media first entered the Nigerian technology space in 1995 through the 

UNESCO sponsored project, named the Reginal Informatics Networks for Africa 

(RINAF), it served as a means of interaction among people in which it was used to  

create, share and exchange information and ideas in virtual communities and 

networks. The people from virtually all walks of life make use of social media to 

connect, enhance their businesses, broadcast news, relax, and use it to promote 

political participation (Amuoluwapo, 2017).

Introduction
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Bearing  in mind that the social media is the fastest means of spreading 

misinformation, coupled with increase in number of internet users in Nigeria which 

rose from 25 million in 2012 to 103 million in May 2018, the Centre for Democracy and 

Development (CDD) with the support of Fredrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) and Macarthur 

Foundation organized a 2-day International Conference, with the theme : “Democracy 

& Disinformation: How Fake News threatens our Freedom & Democracy.'' The 

conference gathered over 100 experts in Abuja to deliberate on the phenomenon of 

fake news, misinformation /disinformation, their effects on Nigeria democracy and 

how these could be mitigated.

In the same vein, media organizations in Nigeria, coordinated by International Centre 

of Investigative Reporting (ICIR), came together ahead of the 2019 election to combat 

misinformation and other media factors that could negatively impact or influence the 

election. Their aim was to investigate claims and rumours that would be circulated on 

social media and debunk them before they go viral (The Cable, 2016).

There is no doubt that misinformation cases in Nigeria are on the increase, no week 

passed by with no cases of misinformation investigated and articles published to 

debunk and reduce the spread. Dubawa.org and other fact-checking organizations are 

at the forefront of debunking claims and creating media awareness to make the 

citizens aware of the dangers of sharing misleading information.

All efforts put in place by government agencies, media, and Non-governmental 

Organizations to curtail and tackle the spread of misinformation before the 2019 

election Campaign made little or no impact as misinformation persist to the point that 

social media was turned to a battle ground where misleading information were posted, 

retweeted and main political parties turned their campaign headquarters into fake 

news factories.

International media organizations, such as the BBC’s reality check team observed that  

"Written posts, photos and videos have been shoved on social media platforms, 

publicly on Facebook and in private WhatsApp groups, spreading unsubstantiated 

rumours about the candidates".(Nwaoko, 2019).

Government agencies were not left out of the struggle to mitigate the effect of 

misinformation before the 2019 general elections. The National Orientation Agency 

(NOA), a government agency with statutory legislative backing to enlighten the 

citizenry and create awareness for behavioral change and modification, was 

strategically positioned to create awareness, enlightenment and develop sensitization 

programmes to inform the citizen on the ills of misinformation and its implication on 

voters’ decisions. The Agency through the instrumentality of its nationwide structure 

put together events where issues related to voters’ education and misinformation 

were discussed.
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The struggle for political influence and popularity over the opponent has greatly 

increased the spread of misinformation, the measure of popularity which is 

determined by the number of votes accredited to a candidate made the scramble for 

votes a legitimate business for the politicians, leading to unhealthy rivalry which in turn 

makes the political candidates employ misinformation techniques to gain votes.
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The purpose and role of social media in the existence of any democracy cannot be over 

emphasized. It has effectively helped in sharing information and ideas in a variety of 

ways and served as a personal and official tool for learning and a powerful tool for 

interaction which breaks the traditional barriers of time and distance between people. 

However, misinformation has infiltrated the social media space in the 2011 and 2015 

general elections in Nigeria which made government, non-governmental 

organizations, media organizations, and other stakeholders to come together before 

the 2019 general election to strategize about how to curtail the spread of 

misinformation in the 2019 elections. Yet, media reports, reviews, and election 

observer reports show that pre-2019 general elections electioneering witnessed 

increased use and spread of misinformation in Nigeria, with the effect of affecting the 

rule of free and fair election upon which democracy is built and infringing on the 

citizens ability to take political decisions void of the influence of misinformation.

Studies have been conducted into the effects of misinformation on the 2019 General 

Elections in Nigeria. Therefore, there is a need for a study to be conducted to carefully 

look into the influence of misinformation on voters’ electoral decisions. The spread of 

misinformation can be injurious to democracy, the voter, peace, unity and progress of 

Nigeria as well the quality of  future elections. Unfortunately, a study to investigate the 

influence of misinformation to influence the decision of the voter in Nigeria has not 

been carried out. This therefore is the basis for this study.

 3.    To examine issues of misinformation and its influence on voters’ decisions.

 1.    To identify channels through which misinformation is spread.

 4.    Do electorates verify politicians’ claims?

 2.    Do respondents identify misinformation?

         influenced by misinformation content.

 1.    Through which channels do misinformation spread?

 3.    Do respondents' exposure to misinformation influence voters’ decisions?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS:

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:

 5.    To ascertain whether voters verify campaign information

 2.    To ascertain if respondents identify misinformation.

 4.    To determine if the voter's decision to vote for a particular candidate is 

RESEARCH PROBLEM
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SCOPE AND LIMITATION 
OF THE STUDY

The content of the misinformation studied is political as it is tied to electioneering. This 

implies that misinformation relating to COVID-19 and other fields were not covered by 

this study. 

This study examines information disorder by paying attention to understand and 

differentiate between disinformation, misinformation and mal-information while  

paying attention to the definition of misinformation as given by scholars. 

Misinformation narratives and incidents in the 2019 election were touched lightly by 

the study.

The significance of this work is that it will serve as reference material to be consulted 

when programmes and policies that relate to misinformation influence on voters’,  

voters’ awareness, education and enlightenment are to be carried out by policy 

makers and behavior modification agencies.

This study is an exploration of misinformation and its influence on voters’ electoral 

decisions in the 2019 General Election in the Federal Capital Territory. This study 

became necessary because the country witnessed misinformation incidents in the 

2019 electioneering campaign at a time when all hands ought to be on deck to foster 

unity,  ethnic and religious tolerance. This study explores the ability of Nigerians in the 

FCT to verify and identify misinformation news items before using such information to 

make electoral decisions. This study becomes necessary in the sense that the 2023 

election is at hand and there are tendencies of the country facing misinformation 

challenges if the rise, growth and spread of misinformation witnessed between 1999 

and 2019 elections are not properly investigated with the aim of curtailing its spread.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

In addition, academics will reference this material for future studies as well as a guide 

to other researchers interested in the influence of misinformation on voters’ 

decisions. It may also and serve as media education source material for revealing the 

danger of sharing, retweeting, and reposting unverified stories and claims.
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The Systems Theory Approach when applied to social work of this kind enables the 

researcher to look holistically at conditions and environmental factors to gain a better 

understanding of why misinformation reshaped the decision  pattern of the 

electorates. This theory helps to evaluate voters’ behavior as it relates to  many smaller 

factors.

Online MSW Programs, powered by 2U, Inc. in one of its resources titled,  “Introduction 

to Systems Theory in Social Work,”  said “This theory assumes that a complex system is 

made up of multiple smaller systems; it is the interaction between these smaller 

systems that create a complex system in the society.” The research topic 

“Misinformation and its influence on voters’ electoral decision” is made up of smaller 

systems which may influence the voters’ decision.

EMPIRICAL AND CONCEPTUAL REVIEW

When disinformation is in turn shared, it is referred to as misinformation. Therefore, 

misinformation, they said, is false content shared by someone without realizing that 

the content of the information is false and misleading. Those who share 

misinformation do so believing that they are sharing the information as patriotic 

citizens and for the good of all. “Mal-information is used to describe genuine 

information shared with the intention to cause harm" (Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017.) 

This research work adopted the Systems Theory Approach. This approach was 

adopted because it is often applied in various psychological, sociological settings and 

in the physical science field.

A look at the information disorder narrative which occurred before the 2019 general 

Wardle and Derakhshan (2017) introduced a new and better dimension to the 

understanding of information disorder by using the dimension of  intent and content 

of harm or falseness to expatiate the difference and interrelationship between the 

three. Disinformation, he said, has a false content and is designed to harm the target to 

either profit financially, gain political influence or cause trouble for the fun of it.

The researchers’ choice of the Systems Theory is inspired by the fact that it is an 

interdisciplinary study of systems as related to one another within a larger and more 

complex system.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The spread of misinformation is associated with the media and citizens who depend on 

information to make important decisions. Information has therefore become an 

important key ingredient in the generation of alternatives for decision making. One 

needs to have as much information as possible to generate solutions to problems 

which are caused in a social complex system.
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From the above narrative, the first post by the President's Special Adviser is 

disinformation because her post was made up of false content, designed to gain 

political influence. The reposted, reshared or retweeted narrative by any one, a party 

loyalist or faithful without realizing  that the content of the post was false, is an instance 

of misinformation.

elections in Nigeria will give us a clearer understanding of the Wardle & Derakhshan 

classifications. One information disorder narrative that occurred was the story of an 

average crowd that received the President Muhammadu Buhari Campaign train when 

he went to Kano to solicit for their support and vote in the forthcoming 2019 general 

election. The President’s Special Adviser on Social Media “posted a video of a large 

crowd in a stadium which she claimed were people of Kano who came out to receive 

the president. ‘PMB in Kano, Thank you Kano’, she tweeted" (Iroanusi, 2019). A fact-

check revealed that the video was of Maulud of Sheikh Ibrahim Inyass annual Islamic 

celebration which took place at the Eagle Square in April, 2018. 
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MISINFORMATION 
INCIDENTS AND 

NARRATIVES
Samantha et al., (2021) gave a vivid definition and illustration of narratives. They viewed 

narrative as a story formed from a collection of fictitious prose, typically representing 

character and with some degree of realism and assembled in a novel way, and are 

aided by skillful framing in a way to inspire suspense and excitement of their audience.

The American Story

The American 2020 Election witnessed misinformation narratives. Worthy to be noted 

is the  mail-in-vote narrative which was characterized by destruction of ballots and the 

discovery of fake ones accompanied with misleading photos or decontextualized video 

clips of mails put in dumpsters or abandoned in trucks. Mail-in-vote narratives later 

gave way to counting and tabulation narratives “which alleged that poll workers were 

giving felt-tip pens to voters in conservative precincts to render their ballot 

unreadable.” (Samantha et al., 2021).  

In September, 2020, a Salon worker in Glendale, California took video footage with her 

cellphone of multiple bags of unopened mails in a dumpster with her cellphone and 

tweeting. American political gladiators and actors thereafter began to use the incident 

to falsely assign intent and strategically amplify the situation. Conservative influencers, 

such as Charlie Kirk and Adam Paul Laxalt claimed that the dumpster tweet incident 

proved that mail-in-voting was not secured and was a deliberate "plan by the United 

States Postal Service to sabotage the election, while the Liberal influencers’ side 

promoted a narrative that President Trump was deliberately sabotaging the USPS to 

reduce the number of Democrat votes" (Samantha et al., 2021)

The mail-in-voting process narrative is a narrative that alleged the mails were dumped. 

This narrative was used to mislead the audience to undermine the confidence of the 

mail-in-voting process and advance the claim that the election was rigged. The 

“The 2020 America election process was significantly influenced by the COVID-19 

pandemic. In order to prevent spread and its transmission at crowded polling centers, 

a number of states in the USA opted for the vote-by-mail process which was the starting 

point of the Mail-in-Voting narrative. Subsequent narratives were “a stop-the-steal 

Narratives", “Ballot harvest narratives” etc. (Samantha et al., 2021). 

The Virality of  Mail-in-Voting Narrative
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TAIWAN’S MISINFORMATION NARRATIVES

In Taiwan, during the 2018 Parliamentary elections, Wang wrote that cases of  election-

related misinformation were “rampant to the extent that Taiwan’s Ministry of Justice 

Investigation Bureau issued a report before the election, highlighting unequivocal 

evidence that the Chinese government was leveraging online content farms to stoke 

division in Taiwanese society. The Bureau cited data collected by a task force 

monitoring the spread of fake news and found several stories aiming to exacerbate 

hysteria and division in Taiwan. These stories included overblown accounts of live-fire 

People’s Liberation Army drills in the Taiwan Strait; a claim that China intended to 

reclaim Taiwan by 2020; and an article falsely suggesting that Taiwan’s bananas were 

riddled with pesticides” (Wang. 2018, p. 68).

narratives around the mail-in-voting process “found, discarded or destroyed ballots 

circulated through various platforms before, during and after the election" (Samantha 

et al., 2021).

Another prominent misinformation narrative before the 2018 election was the Kansai 

International Airport evacuation incident during Typhoon Jebi in October 2018, about 

which Wang said Kansai narrative claimed Taiwanese travelers who identified 

themselves as Chinese were allowed to get on the evacuation bus when China’s 

consulate in Osaka was evacuating Chinese citizens from the airport while Taiwan’s 

representative office in Osaka did not provide any help to Taiwan’s traveling citizens. 

(Wang, 2018, p. 94).

According to Barel (2021), Israeli misinformation narrative (2021)  was the claim by 

Right–wing Im Tirtzus’ organization that the oversight application used by Election 

Transparency Observers is not functioning. Though the claim was debunked by the 

Israeli Central Election Working Committee, this became a narrative which was used to 

spread misinformation.

The most influential misinformation narrative before the Taiwan 2018 election was the 

claim that during a rainstorm incident, President Tsai Ing-wen was guided in an 

armored vehicle by soldiers and did not stepped into the water to visit the victims 

“whereas the correct version of the news was that the military vehicle was not armed 

with any weapon, Tsai stepped into the water in rainboots to visit the victims, smiling to 

residents who waved to her” (Wang, 2018, p. 94).

ISRAEL MISINFORMATION NARRATIVE

Misinformation narratives in Israeli national election, Barel, O. (2021) wrote, “The fierce 

political competition, which requires politicians to sharpen their positions and slander 

their rivals, inflames passion and makes the political discourse between supporters 

and opponents particularly contentious.” (p. 49).
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Suggested solutions to political disinformation from a number of different 

perspectives include technological, social, media-centric, educational and regulatory.  

Stiftung (2020) said "Two main strategies (which have proven successful so far) are 

currently used at the global level to prevent and combat the spread of fake news 

(political misinformation) and its use for political manipulation: fact-checking and 

media literacy." 

Nigeria 2019 election witnessed misinformation narratives that metamorphosed from 

one narrative to the other. The “make Nigeria worst again” narrative was an incident of 

how  an Israeli disinformation campaign targeted the Nigerian general election. The 

narrative was about a post on a Facebook account linked to a Tel Aviv political 

consulting firm named Archimedes. The post which was later removed, praised the 

incumbent president and smeared the opposition presidential candidate. The 

misleading campaign banners posted on Facebook that went viral portrayed Abubakar 

Atiku as “Darth Vader,” with an inscription "Make Nigeria Worst Again". A report 

sampled by Digital Forensic Research Lab of the Atlantic Council indicated that the 

misled post had reached 2.8 million users. The political propaganda and 

misinformation posted, when investigated by the Forensic Research Lab which were 

initially claimed to have originated from Nigerian local users but turned out to be 

managed from Israel. Digital Forensics could not link the flow of money from political 

actors in Nigerian to Archimedes. By all indications, the consulting firm must have 

invested some money valued at  $800,000 in political misinformation (Debre, 2019).

FACT-CHECK: SOLUTION TO MISINFORMATION IN NIGERIA

In analyzing the South Korean 2017 Presidential Election experience, Seon–gyn Go of 

the Naseda University and Mi–ran Lee of the Global Research Network, in a research 

conducted for Asian Journal for Public Opinion (2020) wrote, “The writers of fake news 

during the Korean presidential election often create and distribute fake news as a 

means to tie together people who are close.” Their research further revealed that Hong 

Joon-pyo, the candidate from Liberty Korea Party, lied the most among the presidential 

candidates because 31 of the 47 statements he made were rated false or almost false.

NIGERIAN MISINFORMATION NARRATIVES

Another Nigeria misinformation narrative originated from Nigeria’s President's trip to 

London to receive medical treatment was “the dead president narrative”. Having spent 

a long period receiving treatment, the nature of his unspecified illness generated 

intense speculation in the country in 2018 that the president is dead. Upon his return to 

the country from his treatment abroad in 2018, rumour was spread on YouTube and 

Facebook, involving a body double from Sudan called Jibril taking President Buhari's 

place following his alleged death. (Forrest, 2016)

SOUTH KOREA MISINFORMATION NARRATIVE
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Adhikari (2021) said “fact checking has developed into a profession and a field of its 

own” and “is the process by which someone verifies whether a piece of information is 

true or not or better said, whether a piece of information is backed by verifiable facts or 

not.” and “publishing fact checked information has been shown generally to have a 

positive effect in terms of correcting inaccurate Information" (Tompkins 2020). Fact 

check organizations can now verify pictorial claims and give detailed information such 

as date, time and where a photograph was taken. It is the professional aspect of fact-

checking that revealed that the misleading public works picture tweeted by the Special 

Adviser to the President on Social Media was a public work picture from Rwanda. 

The courts accept videos tendered as evidence; for this reason video clips are being 

manipulated, doctored and circulated through the use of fact-check technology, video 

sources are revealed. Fact-check as a profession has technologies which it uses to 

verify the authenticity and genuineness of videos.  With the aid of fact-check 

professionalism, the video clip circulated on social media by Nigeria’s President Adviser 

on Social Media showing a large crowd at a big rally which was claimed to be party 

supporters was revealed to be images from a religious gathering in Jigawa State 

organised a year before the 2019 elections.

Technological development has greatly affected and caused changes in the ways of 

communication; this change has affected our societies and the media has also become 

a force to reckon with because it affects changes and transforms social life. This is the 

reason "media literacy is an extremely important concept to understand the 

functioning and policies of media institutes to ensure that individuals are not exposed 

to manipulative effects of media production and to be able to analyze media content 

accurately.” (Akmesa, 2020). 

Google has developed fact-check tools such as the explorer, markup tool and APIs on 

its fact-check dedicated site where a user can visit to verify claims from a web about a 

topic or a person. Apart from sites created by fact-check organisations where a user 

can submit a claim to be fact-checked, there are various kinds of browsers plugin and 

App for detecting false information.

Fact-Check Solution to Political Disinformation in Nigeria

Technology has made it easy for everyone to create media contents and the irony is 

that no one can tell who created the media message, why it was created and its 

credibility. This makes media literacy very tricky. Notwithstanding, media literacy helps 

learn to think critically, become a smart consumer of information, recognize one's 

point of view and understand the author's goal. 
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To support the credibility of fact-checking, Grabmeier, (2021) said “fact-checking works 

to reduce false beliefs across the globe”. He made this statement after a study 

conducted by Wood and Porter (2021) proved that fact-checking worked with little 

variation in Argentina, Nigeria, South Africa and the United Kingdom, and the positive 

effects were detectable within two weeks. 

Wood (2021) said “When we started doing misinformation (information disorder) work 

about five years ago, it was the consensus that correcting misinformation wasn't just 

ineffective, but that it was aggravating the problem and making people more 

entrenched in their false beliefs." But “we found no evidence of that in these four 

countries. What we did find was that fact checking can be a very effective tool against 

misinformation.”

The researchers returned two weeks later to three countries where the study was 

conducted and asked the sampled population “How much they believed the false 

statements they evaluated earlier. Results showed that the positive effects of fact 

checking were still robust two weeks later” (Grabmeier, 2021).

 Credibility of fact-check

When the results of the two groups were compared, the group that received 

misinformation and fact check produced more accurate belief, while misinformation 

didn't always lead to less accurate beliefs. The findings show that fact checks increase 

factual accuracy by 0.59 points on the five-point scale and misinformation decreases 

factual accuracy by less than 0.07 on the same scale. 

In the study, 2000 res

pondents were sampled in each of the four countries, one-half received only 

misinformation, while the other half received misinformation followed by the correct 

version of the information fact checked by the local fact checking organization. The 

respondents were rated on a scale of 1 to 5 about how much they believed the false 

information. 

Misinformation can sway opinion, that is why it is necessary to fact-check statements, 

information or claim, more important the one with political inclinations because 

opinion can largely inform actions and if actions are based on false information, wrong 

decisions are inevitable. These decisions can lead to unintended consequences. It is 

therefore to be noted that once political misinformation is on a social media platform, 

it could negatively impact the opinion of the electorates or  could go viral and shape the 

outcome of an election.
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RESEARCH METHOD

For the purpose of this study, the data collection tool was divided into two sections “A 

and B”. Section A captured the bio data of respondents, and in section B were items that 

reflected the channel through which misinformation is spread and how 

misinformation influences voters’ decision in the 2019 Presidential Election. The bio 

data comprises of age, sex, marital status, educational qualification, employment 

status and level of income, while section B has items to figure out how and where 

misinformation is spread coupled with fake news that was in circulation before the 

2019 Presidential election in Nigeria.

Eleven election misinformation narratives were selected for this study. The selection 

criteria was based on the reported volume of  Nigerian social media as well as on well-

known international media reports focused on Nigeria’s misinformation in the 2019 

general election.

A total of 223 respondents responded to the administered questionnaire but did not 

respond to some of the items in the questionnaire.

ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS

A multi-stage sampling technique (purposive and random sampling) was adopted for 

the research, to identify the target population and for data collection. Respondents 

were randomly administered with the onl ine quest ionnaire through 

www.kobocollect.com and physical administration of 60 questionnaires in the six Area 

Councils in the Federal Capital Territory that reflects the objectives of the research. The 

reasons for adopting the online survey and physical administration of questionnaires 

is because a sizable percentage of people living in Abuja have access to the internet via 

their mobile phones and those who for data constraint could not afford were reached 

and their opinion uploaded. Therefore, it will be easier to get a prompt response. 

The respondents were asked to provide their opinion on the research questions 

concerning their knowledge of each of the misinformation narrative, if they verify the 

story in each of the narrative, if they consider the story in the narrative to be true and 

the researcher seek to know if the story influence their voting decision in the 2019 

Nigeria general election.
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CHANNELS THROUGH 
WHICH MISINFORMATION 

IS SPREAD

THE CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE THAT ARE MOST LIKELY TO SPREAD UNVERIFIED NEWS

We have different categories of people in the society today; they can be identified 

based on gender, marital status, employment status, education and level of income. 

For the purpose of this study and to ascertain which categories of people are most 

likely to spread misinformation,  the researcher used gender, education and level of 

income against question 4,5 and 6 in figure 1.

To ascertain the channels through which misinformation spread before the 2019 

General Election, six responsive inquiries were formulated and reflected on the 

questionnaire. These are: Which of the social media platforms do you use most often? 

Which of the social media platforms are you used to? Do you use social media to 

update yourself about current affairs, particularly political issues? How often do you 

visit social media sites? Do you share news with friends and family members on social 

media?, and through which of these media do you follow political campaigns?

Figure 1.

FREQUENCY OF VISIT ON SOCIAL MEDIA BASED ON INCOME LEVEL

Zero – 
N50,000

N50,001 – 
N100,000

N100,001 – 
N150,000

N150,001 – 
N200,000

N200,001 
and above

Daily

Weekly

Twice a week

Once a week

Monthly

25.32

5.07

1.27

1.27

1.27

17.00

1.89

0

0.63

0

12.67

1.89

0.63

0

0

6.96

2.54

0.63

0.63

0

15.82

1.27

0.63

0

0.63

Figure 1 above is the result of data analysis relating  frequency of visits of FCT 

respondents to social media to their income level. This result is an indication that 

respondents with income levels between zero – N50,000 and N50,001 – N100,000 have 
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Figure 2

FREQUENCY OF VISIT ON SOCIAL MEDIA BASED ON EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Not 
Educated

Primary Secondary Tertiary

Daily

Weekly

Twice a week

Once a week

Monthly

0

0.63

0

0

0

0.63

3.80

0

1.27

0.63

13.30

3.16

1.27

0.63

0.63

65.84

5.07

1.89

0.63

0.63

Figure 3

Figure 2 above relates the analysis of FCT resident’s frequency of visits to social media 

to the level of their education. This implies that a significant majority of people that visit 

social media on a daily basis are those who had tertiary education with 65.84%, 

followed by those who had secondary school education with 13.30%. This implies that 

the usage and frequency of visits to social media depends on the level of individual 

educational background in the Federal Capital Territory. 

FREQUENCY OF VISIT ON SOCIAL MEDIA BASED ON AGE

20 – 35 36 – 45 46 – 60
61 and 
Above

Daily

Weekly

Twice a week

Once a week

Monthly

41.79

7.59

1.89

0.63

1.27

20.27

3.16

0.63

1.27

0.63

15.83

1.27

0.63

0.63

0

1.89

0.63

0

0

0

Figure 3 above is the result of data analysis showing comparative  frequency of visits of 

FCT respondents to the social media to their age,  41.79% of respondents that visit 

social media on daily basis are those within the age bracket of 20 – 35, which implies 

that youths are the most active category in the society who frequently visit the social 
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Figure 4.

media, followed by the age grade between 36 – 45 with 20.27%. This is an implication 

that the frequency of visits on social media decreases with increase in age, as the result 

further indicated that those above 61 years are the least social media visitors.

SHARING OF NEWS VIA SOCIAL MEDIA WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS BASED ON 

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Not 
Educated

Primary Secondary Tertiary

Yes

No

0.63

0

4.41

1.89

17.61

1.89

61.00

12.58

Figure 4 above is the result of the data analysis relating  frequency of sharing news via 

social media with friends and family members  to educational background. Those with 

tertiary education background share news with family and friends most, with 61% 

followed by those with secondary education reflecting 17.61%. This implies that one's 

educational background contributes to the frequency of sharing information via social 

media.

Figure 5.

SHARING OF NEWS VIA SOCIAL MEDIA WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS BASED ON AGE

Yes

No

43.40

8.80

22.02

5.03

16.99

1.25

1.25

1.25

20 – 35 36 – 45 46 – 60
61 and 
Above

Just as figure 3 indicated that the younger people within the age bracket of 20 – 35 are 

the age grade that most visit the social media, Figure 5 above is the result of the data 

analysis relating  frequency of sharing news via social media with family and friends to 

their age.  43.40% of respondents that share news via the social media are those within 

the age bracket of 20 – 35, which implies that youths are the most active category in the 

society who frequently share news items through the social media, followed by the age 

grade between 36 – 45 with 22.02%. This is an implication also that the frequency of 

sharing news with friends and family members using social media decreases with 

increase in age, as the result further indicated that those above 61 years are the least 

social media visitors of those who share news items through the social media.
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SHARING OF NEWS VIA SOCIAL MEDIA WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS BASED ON INCOME 

LEVEL

Figure 6.

Zero – 
N50,000

N50,001 – 
N100,000

N100,001 – 
N150,000

N150,001 – 
N200,000

N200,001 
and above

Yes

No

28.93

4.41

18.24

3.14

12.58

2.52

9.44

1.25

14.47

5,03

THROUGH WHICH OF THESE MEDIA DO FCT RESIDENTS FOLLOW POLITICAL CAMPAIGN

Contrary to the perception that internet and social media are mostly visited by those 

with high income in the Federal Capital territory, Figure 6 data proved that FCT 

respondents within the income level of  zero – N50,000 constituting 28.93% visit the 

internet to share news items with family and friends most, while 18.24% are those in 

the category of 5,0001 – 100,000 second in terms of sharing of news on social media.  

This implies that those who earn zero to N50,000 are the income level that may likely 

share information without verifying.

 Figure 7.

Media Frequency Percentage

Social Media

TV

Political rallies

Radio

93

43

17

7

58.13

26.87

10.62

4.38

Figure 7 above is the result of the data analysis showing the media through which FCT 

respondents follow political campaigns. 58.13% of FCT residents follow political 

campaigns through social media, with 26.87% who follow theirs on the TV, while 

political rallies and Radio have the lowest with 10.62% and 4.38% respectively.
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Figure 8.

THROUGH WHICH OF THESE MEDIA DO YOU FOLLOW POLITICAL CAMPAIGN BASED ON 

AGE

20 – 35 36 – 45 46 – 60
61 and 
Above

Social Media

TV

Political rallies

Radio

31.26

11.88

5.00

3.75

16.25

6.25

3.75

0.62

10.63

5.62

1.87

0

0

3.12

0

0

Based on the data provided in  figure 8 above, 31.26% of young people within the age 

bracket of 20 – 35 often follow political campaigns via social media, while 16.25% are 

those in the age bracket of 36 – 45.

THROUGH WHICH OF  MEDIA DO FCT RESIDENTS FOLLOW POLITICAL CAMPAIGN, 

FINDING BASED ON EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Figure 9.

Not 
Educated

Primary Secondary Tertiary

Social Media

TV

Political rallies

Radio

0

0

0

0.62

1.25

1.87

1.87

1.25

10.01

3.12

5.13

1.87

46.89

21.88

5.00

0.62

Figure 9 above is the result of the data analysis showing the relationship between  

frequency of the medium through which FCT residents follow political campaigns and  

educational backgrounds. Those with tertiary educational background tend to follow 

political campaigns through social media most with 46.89%, followed by those with 

secondary education reflecting 10.01%. This implies that educational background 

contributes to the frequency of visiting social media to get political campaign 

information. 
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THROUGH WHICH OF THE MEDIA DO FCT RESIDENTS FOLLOW POLITICAL 

CAMPAIGN BASED ON INCOME LEVEL IN NAIRA

Figure 10

Zero – 
N50,000

N50,001 – 
N100,000

N100,001 – 
N150,000

N150,001 – 
N200,000

N200,001 
and above

Social Media

TV

political rallies

Radio

20.62

8.13

3.12

1.87

14.78

4.37

1.87

0.62

9.38

3.12

1.25

0.63

6.24

1,25

1.87

1.25

7.51

10.01

2.50

0

Figure 10 above is the result of the data analysis showing the relationship of  frequency 

of the medium through which FCT residents follow political campaigns to their income 

level. This result is an indication that people with an income level between zero – 

N50,000 and N50,001 – N100,000 have the highest percentage of 20.62% and 14.78% 

respectively. 
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MISINFORMATION AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON 
VOTERS’ DECISION

“Abubakar Atiku negotiating a deal with Boko Haram” misinformation narrative

(Narrative 1)

Figure 11.

This section analyzed respondents' ability to identify false narratives and how 

misinformation influences voters’ decision in the 2019 presidential election. To achieve 

this, some questions were asked based on misinformation narratives which occurred 

before the 2019 election in such a way that the researcher got results.

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

26.91%

61.88%

33.18%

38.57%

28.25%

30.50%

30.95%

29.14%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

44.84%

7.62%

35.87%

32.29%

Yes

As much as 28.25% of respondents did not respond to the questions presented in this 

narrative, 62.49% of FCT residents who responded to the “Abubakar Atiku negotiating a 

deal with Boko Haram” misinformation narrative  heard the incident  before the 2019 

general elections. Noteworthy is that 52.71% are those who believe the incident to be 

true, which indicates that 47.29% of FCT respondents did not believe the 

misinformation narrative to be true and as much as 45.57% indicated that 

misinformation influenced their voting decision.
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(Narrative 2)

Figure 12.

“President Donald Trump endorse Abubakar Atiku’s candidate” misinformation narrative

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

21.08%

65.47%

30.04%

39.01%

29.14%

30.94%

31.39%

30.05%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

49.78%

4.04%

38.57%

30.94%

Yes

Figure 13.

(Narrative 3)

“Dead and clone President” misinformation narrative

Taking into consideration that as much as 29.14% of FCT respondents to the “President 

Donald Trump endorse Abubakar Atiku’s candidate” misinformation narrative did not 

respond to the questions. 70.25% of the respondents are aware of the narrative before 

the 2019 general elections, 56.21% of the respondents believed the narrative was true 

even though it has been proven to be a false report. 44.23% of those who responded 

said their voting decision was influenced by the misinformation narrative.

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

2.69%

57.40%

38.57%

46.19%

29.15%

29.15%

29.14%

31.39%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

68.16%

13.45%

32.29%

22.42%

Yes

Taking into consideration that as much as 29.15% of FCT respondents to the ”Dead and 

clone President” misinformation narrative did not respond to the questions, 96.20% of 

the respondents heard of the narrative before the 2019 general elections, 45.56% of 

the respondents believed the narrative was true even though it has been proven to be 

false. 28.52% of those who responded said their voting decision was influenced by the 

misinformation narrative.
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“Abubakar Atiku sharing  food and money during campaign rallies in Sokoto State” 

misinformation narrative

(Narrative 4)

Figure 14.

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

21.52%

65.02%

23.32%

38.57%

29.60%

31.30%

31.84%

31.83%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

48.88%

3.59%

44.84%

29.60%

Yes

Figure 15.

70.40% of FCT respondents to the “Abubakar Atiku sharing  food and money during 

campaign rallies in Sokoto State” misinformation narrative responded to the 

questions; 69.43% of the respondents heard of the narrative before the 2019 general 

elections, 64.79% of the respondents believed the narrative was true even though it 

has been proven to be a false incident. 43.42% of those who responded said their 

voting decision was influenced by the misinformation narrative.

(Narrative 5)

“Muhammadu Buhari failure to support the election of a Nigerian candidate for a position 

of African Union” misinformation narrative

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

17.49%

64.57%

21.52%

39.91%

30.94%

31.39%

32.29%

31.74%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

51.57%

4.04%

46.19%

28.35%

Yes

Taking into account that as much as 30.94% of FCT respondents to the “Muhammadu 

Buhari failure to support the election of a Nigerian candidate for a position at Africa 

Union” misinformation narrative did not respond to the questions. 75.77% of the 
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respondents heard of the narrative before the 2019 general elections, 68.22% of the 

respondents believed the narrative was true even though it has been proven to be 

false; 41.53% of those who responded said their voting decision was influenced by the 

misinformation narrative. 

Figure 16.

(Narrative 6)

“Tree in the rail track” misinformation narrative

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

39.46%

65.47%

46.19%

50.22%

30.94%

32.72%

33.18%

33.19%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

29.60%

1.79%

20.63%

16.59%

Yes

As much as 30.94% of respondents did not respond to the questions presented in this 

narrative. 42.86% of FCT residents who responded to the “tree in the rail track” 

misinformation narrative heard the incident  before the 2019 general elections. 

Noteworthy is that 30.87% believed the incident to be true, which indicated that 

69.13% of FCT respondents did not believe the misinformation narrative to be true and 

as much as 24.83% indicated that the misinformation influenced their voting decision.

(Narrative 7)

Figure 17.

“Metele Military offensive attacks against the Boko Haram” misinformation narrative

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

21.97%

61.43%

41.70%

31.39%

31.86%

33.64%

33.64%

33.63%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

46.19%

4.94%

24.66%

34.98%

Yes
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(Narrative 8)

31.86%  accounted for FCT respondents to the “Metele Military offensive attacks 

against the Boko Haram” misinformation narrative who did not respond to the 

questions but 67.79% of the respondents heard of the narrative before the 2019 

general elections while 37.16% of the respondents believed the narrative was true 

even though it has been proven to be a false incident. 52.70% of those who responded 

said their voting decision was influenced by the misinformation narrative.

Figure 18.

“Abubakar Atiku thousands of cows with armed herdsmen” misinformation narrative

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

30.49%

64.57%

42.60%

48.88%

31.84%

32.74%

32.74%

33.18%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

37.67%

2.69%

24.66%

17.94%

Yes

Figure 19.

“Peter Obi frozen account” misinformation narrative

31.84% of FCT respondents to the “Abubakar Atiku thousands of cows with armed 

herdsmen” misinformation narrative did not respond to the questions, but 55.27% of 

the respondents heard the narrative before the 2019 general elections and 36.66% of 

the respondents believed the narrative was true even though it has been proven to be a 

false incident. 26.85% of those who responded said their voting decision was 

influenced by the misinformation narrative. 

(Narrative 9)

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

13.00%

60.09%

21.97%

36.32%

31.84%

33.63%

33.64%

32.79%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

55.16%

6.28%

44.39%

30.94%

Yes
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Figure 20.

(Narrative 10)

“Peter Obi deporting Northerners ” misinformation narrative

As much as 31.84% of respondents did not respond to the questions presented in this 

narrative. 80.93% of FCT residents who responded to the “Peter Obi frozen account” 

misinformation narrative heard the incident  before the 2019 general elections. But 

66.89% believed the incident to be true, which indicated that 33.11% of FCT 

respondents did not believe the misinformation narrative to be true and as much as 

46.03% indicated that misinformation influenced their voting decision.

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

13.90%

58.30%

26.01%

35.43%

31.84%

32.73%

32.73%

33.18%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

54.26%

8.97%

41.26%

31.39%

Yes

As much as 31.84% of respondents did not respond to the questions presented in this 

narrative, 79.61% of FCT residents who responded to the “Peter Obi deporting 

Northerners ” misinformation narrative heard the incident  before the 2019 general 

elections. And 62.26% believed the incident to be true, which indicated that 37.74% of 

FCT respondents did not believe the misinformation narrative to be true and as much 

as 46.98% indicated that misinformation influenced their voting decision.  

“Yorubas set Igbo shops ablaze in Lagos state” misinformation narrative

Figure 21.

(Narrative 11)

Did you hear about the story?

Did you verify?

Is the story true?

Were you influenced?

Response

100%

100%

100%

100%

13.00%

58.74%

24.22%

33.63%

31.39%

32.74%

32.72%

32.74%

No
Did not 

Respond Total

55.61%

8.52%

43.05%

33.63%

Yes
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Figure 22.

To ascertain whether voters within the FCT verify campaign information

As much as 31.39% of respondents did not respond to the questions presented in this 

narrative; 79.61% of FCT residents who responded to the “Yorubas set Igbo shops 

ablaze in Lagos ” misinformation narrative heard the incident  before the 2019 general 

elections. Noteworthy, 64.95% believed the incident to be true, which indicated that 

35.05% of FCT respondents did not believe the misinformation narrative to be true and 

as much as 50.75% indicated that misinformation influenced their voting decision. 

Analysis by this study to verify whether the FCT residents verify politicians and political 

office holders claim below.

Response

89.04%

94.15%

81.02%

94.73%

94.03%

97.32%

92.56%

96.00%

90.67%

86.67%

87.33%

69.50%

69.06%

70.85%

68.16%

67.71%

66.82%

66.36%

67.26%

66.37%

67.27%

67.26%

% of 
Respondents

% of 
Verification

% that did 
not verifyNarrative

10.96%

5.85%

18.98%

5.27%

5.97%

2.68%

7.44%

4.00%

9.46%

13.33%

12.67%

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Fig, 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Narrative 1

Narrative 2

Narrative 3

Narrative 4

Narrative 5

Narrative 6

Narrative 7

Narrative 8

Narrative 9

Narrative 10

Narrative 11

Analysis of respondents to all the narratives ( narrative 1 to Narrative 11) indicated that 

more than 80% of FCT respondents to each of the misinformation narratives do not 

verify claims by politicians on social media. The small percent who claim they verify the 

incidents do so by  reading additional newspapers, listening to television station news, 

calling friends in the states that the incidents occur, finding out from their friends or 

visiting other sites. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

4. 58.13% of the respondents follow political campaigns on social media while the 

 survey.

5. 52.93% of the FCT respondents believed that all the narratives sampled in this 

CONCLUSION

 remaining 43.87% follow campaigns on television, radio, rallies and print media.

 survey are true.

 within the FCT mostly share information with friends and family members on 

 decreases as people advance in age and income.

2. The age bracket of 20 years to 35 years of graduates of the tertiary institutes 

 and below monthly that mostly use the internet and the social media more.

3. Contrary to the perception that the internet and social media are mostly used 

 likely to spread misinformation. This survey reveals that the percentage  

 and visited by those with high income in the FCT, it is those who earn N50,000 

 narratives influence their voting decision in the 2019 general elections.

7. 92.22% of the respondents to this survey heard the misinformation narratives 

 but did not make any attempt to verify whether the incidents are true or not.

8. Some other variables influence voters’ decisions but are not captured in this 

1. 66% of graduates of tertiary institutions visit social media most and are more 

 social media.

6. 42.42% of the respondents to the survey indicated that the misinformation 

From the findings, it has been established that, education level of respondents has a 

major influence on sharing of news and visits to social media. Misinformation has a 

negative impact on voters’ decisions because 80% of the respondents do not verify the 

content of the news items they come across on social media.
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 posted and shared on social media to curtail the spread of misinformation.

 to encourage the establishment of fact-check organizations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3. Stakeholders concerned with information disorder should develop incentives 

 in fact-checking and are to ensure all media related materials meant for the 

1. Relevant stakeholders and behavior modification agencies should collaborate  

 raising information disorder awareness creation in tertiary institutions.

 political parties and candidates that were fact-checked and proven to be false.

4. Ministries, Departments and Agencies should train their media-related officers 

 voters’ decision at national level to take into consideration other influential 

 Federal Capital Territory residents in sharing information with friends and 

 family members. Therefore, agencies concerned should regulate the contents 

2. Findings of this survey indicated that social media is the most used by the 

5. Electoral agencies in the country should publish false claims and statements of 

 in the design and implementation of initiative programmes geared towards 

 public consumption are scrutinized before releasing them to the public.

6. Further study should be conducted on the influence of misinformation on 

It has also been observed from the study that younger citizens’ (age 20 - 35) are a more 

active population to spread misinformation. This has two disturbing implications. First, 

the more the number of graduates from tertiary institutions without media literacy or 

fact-check skills, the more are the threats to social media. The second implication is 

that, lack of media education and fact-checking skills among the younger generation 

drives them to spread misinformation.

 provide data for policy and behavior modification agencies in the formulation 

 variables such as religion, values, party affiliation and  ethnicity of voters, to 

 of policies and programme implementation. 
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